Spin-polarised cylindrically symmetric solution are shown not to be compatible with teleparallel gravity.This can be done in two distinct manners.The first is to show that not all components of the orthonormal tetrad (OT).It is argue however that this result maybe done by a bad choice of the spin distribution along the cylinder.A cylindrically symmetric Riemannian solution is obtained which represents a conical geometry of defects.
Introduction
Recently we showed that spin-polarised cylinders in the EC theory of gravity [1, 2, 3] maybe used with the purposes of torsion detection [4] .In the same paper we argue that spin polarised cylinders are not compatible with teleparallel gravity T 4 [5] .Therefore teleparallel cylindrical geometry seems to be unpolarised or without spin density.Earlier Kopczyński [6] and Nester [7] engaged themselves on a discussion on the non-predictable behaviour of torsion in the experimentally viable one-parameter teleparallel theory of gravity.In their discussion examples were given where the presence of spin should be avoided as well.In a certain sense our example seems to corroborate this idea.We also make use of an orthonomal frame [8] where the connection oneform components ω i k vanishes.By making the spin-density to vanish we obtain a Riemannian solution which represents a conical defect geometry [9] .Let us consider here the Soleng [3] geometry of cylinder in Riemann-Cartan geometry given by
The functions α, M and β depend only on the coordinate r.An orthonormal comoving tetrad frame is defined by the basis forms
Polarisation along the axis of symmetry is considered and the Cartan torsion is given in terms of differential forms by
where σ is a constant spin density.For computational convenience we addopt Soleng's definition [3] for the RC rotation Ω
where Ω is the cylinder vorticity.Cartan's first structure equation is
and determines the connection forms ω i j .The conection one-forms are given by ω
From equation (10) and the OT frame condition one obtains that vorticity vanishes,however imposing this constraint on the other equations we obtain an inconsistency ,namely that α is constant and that implies that ω 1 2 does not vanish and therefore an OT frame cannot be found in this case and from the Cartan's second structure equation
where the curvature RC forms
jkl is the RC curvature tensor, we note that the RC curvature tensor does not vanish,namely that the teleparallel condition is not obtained and therefore no teleparalelism is obtained from this OT frame condition with cylindrical symmetry.Nevertheless is possible to obtain teleparallel condition without OT frames since this OT frame condition are only sufficient from the mathematical point of view but not necessary.This is accomplished by computing the RC curvature components from the Cartan structure equations as
We shall adopt here the simplest teleparallel condition R i jkl = 0.When this T 4 constraint is applied to expressions (21) and (21) above simultaneously one is led to the constraint σ = 0 (26) which represents a spin unpolarised cylinder or without spin at all.Now a simple Riemannian solution can be obtained by the vanishing of spin density σ into the equation (7) one obtains
In the particular case when vorticity vanishes Ω = 0 one obtains the following differential equation
where the dash represents the derivative with respect to the radial coordinate.By solving this equation one yields
By substitution expression (29) into the line element above we get
where A and C are constants with C = A −1 .This line element a Riemannian cosmic defect investigated previously by Letelier [9] and Tod [10] from the holonomy of connection.
